Abstract: While the recognition of positive/negative sentiment in text is an established task with many standard data sets and well developed methodologies, the recognition of a more nuanced affect has received less attention: there are few publicly available annotated resources and there are a number of competing emotion representation schemes with as yet no clear approach to choose between them. To address this lack, we present a series of emotion annotation studies on tweets, providing methods for comparisons between annotation methods (relative vs. absolute) and between different representation schemes. We find improved annotator agreement with a relative annotation scheme (comparisons) on a dimensional emotion model over a categorical annotation scheme on Ekman's six basic emotions; however, when we compare inter-annotator agreement for comparisons with agreement for a rating scale annotation scheme (both with the same dimensional emotion model), we find improved inter-annotator agreement with rating scales, challenging a common belief that relative judgements are more reliable. To support these studies and as a contribution in itself, we further present a publicly available collection of 2019 tweets annotated with scores on each of four emotion dimensions: valence, arousal, dominance and surprise, following the emotion representation model identified by Fontaine et al. in 2007. 
Introduction
Detection of affect in online social media and other text based sources forms an important part of understanding the behaviour and choices of people, and has found widespread application in business reputation management, understanding public preferences and choices in a political setting as well as research into human behaviour [1, 2] .
Research effort in the recognition of affect in text has focussed to a large extent on recognition of positive/negative sentiment, while more nuanced emotion representation models have received relatively little attention. In particular, there has been a lack of quality annotated resources for model building and evaluation in that space [2] . Although recent years have seen a surge of interest [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , there remains a lack of resources annotated with a dimensional emotion representation.
Beyond simple positive/negative sentiment, there are two main emotion representation schemes that have been used in automated emotion recognition research. The first posits the existence of "basic" emotions or emotion categories to which all other emotions belong, for example the six emotions categories identified by Ekman [8] : joy, fear, anger, disgust, sadness and surprise. The second envisages each emotional state as a point in a dimensional space, each dimension corresponding to a characteristic of the emotion, the most widely used model presenting three dimensions [9, 10] :
Valence (also termed evaluation-pleasantness), Dominance (also termed potency-control) and Arousal (also termed activation-arousal, a level of physical energy and action tendency). The acronym "VAD" is often used for this representation scheme. The question of which dimensions most effectively capture variation in emotional states was recently re-opened by Fontaine et al. [11] , who identified those same three dimensions (though with higher importance attributed to Dominance) with one extra: Surprise or unpredictability-we use "VADS" as a shorthand for this scheme.
Existing text corpora with dimensional emotion annotations include Affective Norms for English Texts [12] , a collection of 120 generic texts with VAD annotations; a collection of 2895 Facebook posts annotated by just two annotators with valence and arousal dimensions [13] . Yu et al. [14] presented a collection of 2009 Chinese sentences from various online texts, again annotated with valence and arousal only. Subsequent to our annotation efforts, several further annotated data sets have been published: EMOBANK [6] , a collection of ten thousand texts from diverse sources, but not including tweets, and data for the upcoming "Affect in Tweets" task for SemEval 2018 (http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2018), which presents tweets annotated for valence, arousal and dominance in English, Spanish and Arabic. In addition, two recent data sets annotated with emotion intensity in four Ekman emotion categories have also been released: data for the EmoInt emotion intensity detection shared task [3] , with 1500 to 2000 English tweets for each of the four Ekman emotions joy, anger, sadness and fear as well as data for SemEval 2018 Task 1 [4] 26,000 English, 17,000 Spanish, 12,000 Arabic tweets with the same emotion scheme.
Several approaches to annotating emotion expressed in text on a continuous scale have been used. Probably the most common utilises an ordinal scale, such as SAM (self assessment manikins) [15] . It has been argued that human estimations of relative values are more consistent than when assigning an absolute value [16] [17] [18] . To address this, Martinez et al. [19] suggest that ranked annotations not be treated as absolute values, and instead treated as ordinal, and used, for example, to train ranking estimators. Another approach is to perform relative annotations directly, such as best/worst scaling, where the highest and lowest ranked tweets are chosen from a set of four [20] . Pairwise tweet comparisons are another option; however, we are not aware of this approach being used previously in the emotion annotation literature as it requires a large number of annotations to acquire a reasonable ranking.
In order to compare annotator agreement between disparate annotation schemes, novel annotation metrics were developed built on common principals of annotation discrepancy (see Section 2.1). The pilot study and reanalysis of categorical annotation data from previous work [21] indicated improved annotator agreement with a relative annotation scheme (tweet comparisons) on a dimensional emotion representation system compared to categorical annotations of Ekman's six basic emotions. Annotator agreement for final round pairwise comparisons was similar to that for the 5-point rating scale, and when considered as ordinal annotations and converted into pairwise comparisons, agreement was noticeably better. These results challenge the notion that relative human judgements are more reliable than absolute judgements.
As a further comparison of annotation schemes, our annotated data alongside two recently published data sets [3, 20] were analysed for the cognitive complexity of the annotation tasks using the time taken by reliable crowd-sourced annotators as a proxy. We found that best/worst scaling (choosing the highest and lowest from a set of four examples) required between 3 and 3.5 times the effort per annotation item to both relative and absolute annotation schemes, which exhibited similar effort per item (with relative marginally higher-see Section 3).
To support the comparisons of annotation methodologies and as a contribution in itself, we present a collection of 2019 tweets annotated following the four dimensional emotion representation scheme of Fontaine et al. [11] . We further assess the relative merits of annotations on a ranking scale vs. comparisons, providing annotations using both a 5-point ranking scale and pairwise comparisons (http://140.203.155.26/mixedemotions/datasets/4dEmotionInTweets.tar.gz). An initial pilot study with in-house volunteers was performed to compare pairwise tweet comparisons to best/worst scaling. We found that best/worst scaling required significantly more effort and indeed our annotators preferred the pairwise comparison option, so for the final annotation round, best/worst scaling was dropped.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents novel annotation distance metrics that allow comparison of annotator agreement between the annotation schemes and the agreement scores obtained. Section 3 presents an analysis of the cognitive complexity of annotation tasks. Section 4 describes the collected data and data cleaning strategies. Section 5 concludes with an overview of the principle results.
Annotator Agreement Comparisons
We wished to assess the relative merits of different annotation schemes and target emotion representation schemes. In order to assess annotation with categorical emotion schemes, we drew upon data from previous annotation projects (see Section 2.2) for comparison.
To obtain comparisons of annotator agreement between categorical annotations and dimensional annotations, we utilised Krippendorffs' Alpha, a measure of agreement for which computed reliabilities are comparable across any numbers of coders, values, different metrics, and unequal sample sizes.
To apply Krippendorffs' Alpha to the various annotation scenarios, we developed conceptually similar metrics of annotator disagreement for the respective annotation schemes. We attempt to link these metrics through arguments around the nature of annotator judgements and through ensuring the metrics operate on a similar scale (i.e., values for conceptually similar annotation differences should be the same). In this work, we do not attempt to empirically evaluate these disagreement metrics beyond comparison of agreement values on the presented data sets. There are several metrics that have been applied to categorical annotations with multiple categories allowed. The Jacccard set similarity metric [22] is the ratio between the sizes of the intersection and union of the sets. Passonneau [23] observed that, if one annotator is inclined to provide, in general, more labels than another annotator, you should consider any extra labels from the prolific annotator as less indicative of disagreement, proposing a simple difference metric that attempts to capture this idea (see below). Passonneau later proposed a combination of the two metrics [24] , capturing the granularity of the Jaccard metric and the motivating principle of his previous proposal. He named this metric MASI (Measuring Agreement on Set-valued Items). In the formulae below, A and B refer to two annotations of a data element (tweet in our case), with each a set of annotated categories:
Another scenario, where the above metrics could be seen as overly pessimistic, is as follows: in cases where an annotator feels strongly about one or two labels, but adds some others with less conviction, the annotation scheme is unable to represent the situation. If we assume that agreed labels are most likely the labels that the annotators felt strongly about, we would consider any other annotated labels to indicate only mild disagreement, even if both annotators indicated an emotion distinct from the other annotator (hence Passonneau would give a high dissimilarity of 0.6). Motivated by this observation, we developed a new difference metric: the average proportion of unmatched annotations between the two annotated sets. Again, A and B refer to sets of chosen categories by each of two annotators for a given tweet or other data element. A\B, the complement of B with respect to A, represents the set of elements of A that are not in B:
Relative Dimensional Annotations
For relative emotion annotations, we can use a naive difference metric (simply if the annotations differ).
Naive(x, y) = 0, x = y,
Following a similar intuition to the above metrics, we also develop a second difference metric for relative annotations. The situation here is somewhat simplified-there are three annotation options: the first tweet, about the same and the second tweet. Following the intuition that, when the tweet authors are actually close on the annotated emotion scale, one annotator may be more inclined to choose "About the same" where another may prefer to choose one tweet or the other. In such cases, the annotations can be taken to differ little, and we score such situations with a difference of 0.2:
Rating Scale Annotations
In this case, a naive distance metric simply considers annotations that differ to have distance 1 (in the Naive row in Table 1 ). A more natural difference metric would be the difference between annotations taken as numerical values, scaled to lie between 0 and 1 to match the distance metrics defined above (in the Novel row in Table 1 ). It has been suggested that ranking scale annotations are better treated as ordinal [19] , where annotations from each annotator are treated as a ranking of annotated items. When seen in this way, we can consider each pair of tweets annotated by a given annotator as a pairwise comparison. If they are ranked at the same level, we treat them as "About the Same".
Annotator Agreement
To compare categorical annotation to dimensional relative annotations, we obtained annotation data from [21] , where 360 tweets containing at least one of a set of 62 commonly used emoji were annotated for Ekmans six emotion categories. Though the number of tweets is low, there were 17 annotators who annotated between 60 and 360 tweets each. Table 2 summarises Krippendorffs' alpha values using the above distance metrics for this data. Table 1 presents Krippendorffs' alpha values using metrics for dimensional annotations on data from the primary study. Table 3 presents a breakdown of Krippendorffs' alpha values for individual emotion dimensions (using the "novel" metrics).
Notice that the rating scale and comparison annotation agreement scores (with novel metric) are higher than for the categorical annotations even given the optimistic nature of the new annotation metrics. This confirms the supposition that the annotating on a single emotion scale is a simpler task than choosing multiple emotions' categories.
It has been observed that humans agree more when describing emotions in relative terms [16, 18] , where relative judgements of valence and arousal were found to be more reliable. Our results challenge that notion, at least for valence and arousal (Table 3) , where agreement for rating scale annotations was higher than direct comparisons. We can only hypothesise as to why this should be the case; for example, the increased complexity of judging two texts, leaving a deeper analysis to further study. Surprisingly, we do find a drop in agreement with a rating scale for dominance and in particular surprise, supporting the general notion that human relative judgement is more reliable. When rating scale annotations are converted to comparisons, we can see that this drop is substantially reduced.
Of particular interest is the improved agreement when rating scale annotations are considered as ordinal (as per [17] ) and converted to pairwise comparisons, and also the higher agreement when treated this way than direct comparisons, despite the substantially larger number of pairs that result (an annotator providing n rating scale annotations results in n(n−1) 2 comparisons). Agreement for arousal and in particular valence is notably higher than the other dimensions as has been seen in other studies; however, it is interesting to note that the discrepancy is less for comparisons and when rating scale annotations are considered ordinal and converted to comparisons. 
Cognitive Complexity of Annotation Tasks
It is clear that different emotion annotation tasks will require different amounts of mental energy. More complex tasks such as best/worst scaling [25, 26] will require more time and effort than simpler tasks such as a 5-point rating scale. In order to quantify these differences, we used the time taken by crowd-sourced annotators as a proxy for required cognitive effort.
The data used for the analysis is summarised in Table 4 and consists of: the MixedEmotions tweet data set (see Section 4) with annotations on each of valence, arousal, dominance and surprise/unpredictability (VADS) and in each of two annotations schemes: a 5-point scale for single tweets and pairwise comparisons; words and short phrases annotated for sentiment in two annotation schemes: a 9-point scale and best-worst annotations [20] ; the EmoInt 2017 tweet dataset [3] annotated for intensity in four Ekman emotions (joy, fear, anger and sadness) with a best-worst scheme. These data sets were all annotated using the CrowdFlower platform (www.crowdflower.com), which provides time stamps for the initial view of a set of annotation tasks by an annotator and when the set of tasks has been completed. Timing for individual tasks is not provided. The maximum number of tasks in each set is specified by the designer of the annotation project, but the actual number of tasks may on occasion be less. It is possible, however, to determine the number of tasks in a set, and thus assign the average time taken per item to each item of the set as an unbiased estimate of the actual time taken.
An important question to consider is how representative the time taken for a task is of the true cognitive complexity of a task. There are two ways the timing data may be corrupted: annotations done in less time than is required by the task complexity (i.e., annotators cheating) and annotations that took more time than that required (i.e., annotators distracted by external events during task annotation). CrowdFlower provides several measures to ensure bona-fide annotations. Primarily, test tasks with known correct answers are interspersed in the annotation process-annotators that fail to answer a sufficient proportion of these tasks correctly are removed from the data and prevented from further annotations. CrowdFlower also monitors the time taken for task completion, and, for example, removes annotators that complete tasks too quickly as well as other heuristics to detect cheating. Given that CrowdFlower's measures to ensure bona-fide annotations are effective, as can be largely verified by examination of the annotations, a task can not be completed in less time than that required by its complexity.
On the other hand, annotators who become distracted by external events during annotation of a set of tasks, leading to the elapsed time being greater than what is required by the complexity of the tasks, cannot be ruled out without extensive and expensive controlled experiments. Indeed, the small proportion of long duration annotation times suggests that such an effect may indeed be present in the data. To counter this effect, we propose to consider the mode and median annotation times, as these are relatively robust to such outliers.
The distribution of timings for the various data sets is presented in Figure 1 . The time stamps for best-worst sentiment annotations provided only to the minute accuracy, raising the question of bias due to rounding; however, since the elapsed time is a difference between two such rounded time stamps, that bias is removed. Due to the resulting granularity of resulting time differences, we plot kernel density estimates in Figure 1 . For both the word sentiment and pilot emotion study annotations, best-worst scaling required approximately twice the time to annotate than rating scale and pariwise comparison annotations respectively. Though the number of data points is low, in the pilot study, the ratio appears somewhat larger, as may be expected given the simpler 5-point (vs. 9-point) rating scale, and the overall time taken is also larger as may be expected by the more complex task of evaluating tweets vs. words and short phrases. Though the emotion representation differed, the relatively consistent time required across emotion dimensions suggests that best/worst scaling for emotion annotation of tweets requires three to three and a half times the effort than annotation on a 5-point scale. Pairwise comparisons required a similar effort to 5-point scale annotations.
It is interesting to note the difference between emotion categories/dimensions. For 5-point estimation in the VADS scheme, all dimensions required a similar effort, with dominance/confidence slightly higher. For relative annotations, however, the difference was more pronounced and happy/valence was notably easier. In the intensity annotations of four Ekman emotions with best-worst scaling, there was a large range of annotation times suggesting a broad range of task difficulties, an observation supported by reports from pilot annotators for the MixedEmotions data. Here, the median times also varied notably between emotions, with joy perhaps surprisingly requiring more effort and anger less.
Data Collection and Annotation
For the pilot study, 30 distinct tweet pairs and 18 sets of four distinct tweets were chosen randomly from a collection of tweets drawn from the Twitter Sample API between 14 November 2015 and 22 February 2016. For the primary study, a further two thousand tweets were sampled randomly from Twitter streaming API output over two periods: 19 days from 2 February 2016 and 14 days from 15 July 2016. Nineteen tweet pairs from the pilot study that passed our heuristics (Table 5) were retained for the primary study. These extended periods of collection were intended to reduce the bias from trending topics with high tweet rates over short periods [28] . Even so, there were many tweets contained hashtags of the form "#Vote. . . ", related to the upcoming US election-these tweets were removed. Though this type of bias can never be entirely removed, manual analysis of the final selected tweets (after the application of heuristics described below) did not indicate the dominance of particular events, and any potential bias that was not detected was considered acceptable for the purposes of comparisons between annotation methodologies. For future work, a stratified sample correcting for short term variations in overall tweet frequency could be considered to further address such biases.
Through identification of particular tweets with low annotator agreement in the pilot study and common sense, we attempted to remove tweets that were were difficult to comprehend or were difficult to annotate for some other reason, such as spam or bots. We developed a set of heuristics to automatically remove many such tweets (see Table 5 ), and performed a further manual assessment of selected tweets to remove the small number of obvious problematic tweets that remained. Automatically generated tweets, those from so-called "bots", have become a significant contributor to contemporary social media content, and a number of approaches with varying sophistication and efficacy have been proposed to detect them and counter their effect [29] . Our rather simple approach to counter this effect, namely the removal of tweets containing URLs (spam bots typically attempt to lead you to a website to sell something), our heuristics and final manual analysis of retained tweets, was however considered sufficient for the purposes of this study, as it likely has little impact on annotator agreement. Furthermore, though emotional bot tweets that mimic human communication may impact assessments of public sentiment, the strength of any bias they may cause when present in training and evaluation data for emotion detection systems may not be substantial. Such potential biases are, however, clearly worthy of further investigation.
Annotation
Annotations were obtained via the CrowdFlower platform. For the pilot study, volunteer annotators from our organisation were recruited, and for the scaled-up annotation, professional CrowdFlower annotators from English speaking countries were used. Each emotion dimension was treated as a separate task, such that an annotator would annotate their quota of tweets on one dimension, then their quota on another and so forth.
Annotation guidelines used more accessible terms than the traditional names for the first three emotion dimensions (Happy/Sad, Excited/Bored, Confident/Unsure respectively; the terms Surprise and Intensity were used as is) as well as everyday language to describe them, and stressed that it was the feeling experienced by the tweet author that was sought. Instructions included an explanation of the meaning of the relevant dimension including other emotion words associated with it as well as eight annotated examples with explanations. In all annotation schemes, a "can't tell" option was provided, and these annotations were not included in further analysis.
Pilot Study
We investigated two annotation schemes for comparing tweets along each of four emotion dimensions: Valence, Arousal, Potency/Dominance, Surprise and Intensity. This corresponds to the four dimensions identified by Fontaine et al. [11] with the addition of emotion intensity. We found that intensity correlated strongly with activation and did not pursue it further in the primary study.
The first annotation scheme presented annotators with two tweets and asked them to identify which author's emotion was stronger in the respective emotion dimension. Options for "About the same" and "Can't tell" were also provided. It was stressed that "Can't tell" was to be used only when one or other of the tweets was unintelligible, in a language other than English, or it was impossible to form a clear picture of their authors emotional states. For this scheme, there were 150 comparison tasks (30 tweet pairs in five emotion dimensions), and ten annotators took part in the study, each annotating between 30 and 150 tweet pairs.
The second annotation scheme used the Best-Worst approach [25, 26] , where annotators are presented with four texts and asked to choose the two texts where the authors were feeling the most and least positive/dominant/etc.. . . Best-Worst annotations provide five out of the six possible comparisons between pairs of the presented texts, and thus are efficient at gathering information. Initial annotations with the Best-Worst approach indicated that the annotation tasks were cognitively very challenging and the time needed to annotate each tweet set was many times more than annotating a tweet pair, effectively counteracting the increased number of tweet comparisons per task. Our in-house annotators exhibited a clear preference for annotating pairwise comparisons, and anecdotal evidence suggested that annotators on crowd sourcing platforms such as CrowdFlower prefer simpler tasks that can be performed very quickly, thus the Best-Worst approach was not used further in this study in preference to simple tweet comparisons. Subsequent analysis of other annotation efforts using the Best-Worst approach [3, 20] indicated that Best-Worst annotations are none the less somewhat more efficient, giving 5 comparisons in approximately 3 to 3.5 times the time required for each annotation (see Section 3); however, annotator agreement when taken as pairwise comparisons was very poor (agreement when considering only best/worst choices as single comparisons was very high however).
Primary Study
The 2019 tweets for the primary study were annotated with both the relative annotation scheme from the pilot study and an absolute annotation scheme on a 5-point scale. For the binary scheme, 2019 tweet pairs were chosen such that each tweet was in at least one pair. For annotation on a 5-point scale, the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [15] with an an additional "Can't Tell" option for unintelligible or non-English tweets was used for Valence, Dominance and Arousal. There are no SAM manikins for Surprise, so it was annotated without visual aids.
Each individual tweet received five annotations for each emotion dimension. Forty-four tweets and 44 tweet pairs for each dimension were annotated by the authors to serve as test questions. We interspersed these in every 10 annotation tasks and excluded annotators who labelled more than 30% of these tests incorrectly from further experiments, discarding their annotations. As a side effect of this process, the test tweets received many more annotations than other tweets. To avoid bias due to the selection of tasks with low ambiguity for these test questions, they were removed when calculating the annotation agreement metrics in Section 4.1 Annotator quality was high, with 80% of significant annotators passing > 90% of the test questions and the remaining accepted annotators passing more than 77%.
Data Availability and Privacy Protection
This data was collected with the purpose of providing a comparison between annotation methodologies and as a gold standard annotated resource for the construction and evaluation of emotion recognition models for social media text.
To protect individuals whose tweets are contained in the data, only tweet texts are provided, without tweet ids, twitter author ids and all other tweet metadata. Data from the pilot and primary studies containing individual tweet annotations is available online (http://140.203.155.26/ mixedemotions/datasets/4dEmotionInTweets.tar.gz). This information is provided in an effort to aid compliance with recent laws on the use of data pertaining to natural persons such as the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) from the European Union (https://gdpr-info.eu/), should the data be used for commercial purposes.
Predictive Model
As further verification of the utility of the data, we built two sets of supervised models, one each from the 5-point rating scale and pairwise comparison annotations. Separate models were built for each emotion dimension. Results are presented in Table 6 .
For the rating scale data, separate regression models for each emotion dimension were built following the approach in [30] . This model consists of an ensemble of two supervised models: an SVR (Support Vector Machine Regression) and a BiLSTM (Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory) based neural network model, both with 100-dimensional Glove word embeddings trained on tweets [31] as features. The neural network model consisted of a BiLSTM layer followed by a dropout layer and three dense layers with 50, 25 and four nodes.
For the comparison data, an SVM (Support Vector Machine) was built using the same Glove word embeddings as features and radial basis function kernel. The cross validation results indicate that supervised modelling can be effective for predicting emotions using this data. 
Conclusions
We compared annotator agreement across different annotation and emotion representation schemes, finding improved agreement on the simpler task of annotating one emotion dimension vs. annotating one of six emotion categories. Contrary to expectations, we found evidence that annotations on a 5-point scale produced greater annotation agreement than comparisons (with a dimensional emotion model), especially when considered as ordinal annotations and converted to comparisons (taking, for each annotator, the set of all pairs of tweets from those they annotated). In combination with Siamese networks as a modelling approach [32] , where comparisons are used directly in model training, this provides a promising avenue for future work in emotion detection models.
An analysis of the cognitive complexity of annotation tasks was performed, taking time taken to annotate as a proxy for complexity. It was found that best-worst scaling annotations [20] required approximately twice the effort as rating scale annotations of sentiment in words and short phrases, and evidence suggesting that this ratio is three to three and a half for the more complex task of more nuanced emotion annotation of tweets. Effort required for pairwise comparisons was found to be similar to that for single text annotations on a 5-point scale. The question then arises: which is the most effective approach to annotate and subsequently model emotion in text in terms of effort spent in annotation versus eventual model quality? Given the widespread use of sentiment modelling and increasing use of nuanced emotion modelling, in both private and public sectors, further work to answer this question would be well warranted.
To facilitate these analyses, a new data set of English tweets was created with annotations using a dimensional emotion model using four emotion dimensions following the emotion representation model identified by Fontaine et al. [11] . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such data set to be made publicly available, providing new opportunities to model emotion expressed in social media text as well as prompting further work on evaluating the potential impact of such models on decision processes driven by public sentiment.
Finally, though for the purposes of this work, the data sampling and filtering strategy was deemed sufficient, further investigation of biases resulting from trending topics with high tweet rates over short periods and the presence of automatically generated tweets ("bots") would be worthwhile. A stratified sampling approach over time segments combined with a long sampling period may be an effective approach to mitigate trending topic bias while application of state-of-the-art bot detection tools could be used to investigate and eventually mitigate bias from bot tweets.
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